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1.- Introduction
1.1.- Entry Questionnaire background
The current deliverable is the final version of the entry questionnaire to be used in the SMOOTH
platform, once the results of the interactive pilots have been analysed and some improvements
have been implemented.
The SMOOTH platform aims to provide a self-assessment tool based on a questionnaire containing
the full set of GDPR requirements impacting MEnts. In light thereof, the SMOOTH consortium is
developing advanced technologies to automatically assess compliance of the following GDPR
documents and aspects:
-

Informed consent forms, privacy policies and cookie policies: Article 7 (consent), Articles
12-14 (information)
Personal data storage: Article 5(1), especially the principles of data minimisation and
storage limitation
Personal data collection and exploitation from websites and mobile apps: Article 7
(consent), and the provisions on cookie use in the e-Privacy Directive (Article 5 (3))

The platform requires MEnts that want to use it to fill in a questionnaire, which covers legal aspects
and contextual elements useful to improve the performance of the technical algorithms and
software. More specifically, after the registration/subscription process, users are asked to provide
contextual information regarding their business, the personal information collected from
customers, providers and employees, the current implemented mechanisms for the management
of personal data (if any), etc. This questionnaire has been developed using as a reference the "RGDP
Facilita" tool from AEPD. EUT, who previously has developed a tool for innovation self-assessment,
is the technology partner in charge of the Entry Questionnaire software implementation.
The questionnaire has been developed by a multidisciplinary team:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

KUL, AEPD and DVI who contributed the appropriate GDPR expertise
ESBA and FBOX who defined the needs of small businesses and ensured that the
language used is understandable for non-privacy experts
EUT applying the experience in human computer interaction and for designing this type
of questionnaires
EUT, UC3M, IMDEA, NEC, NAVER and LSTECH all defined the elements that had to be
included in the questionnaire to optimize the performance of the SMOOTH
technological modules.

The user just needs to complete the entry questionnaire which consists of intelligible questions in
plain language that does not require any technical, legal or data protection expertise.

1.2.- Glossary entry questionnaire
After a mapping and extensive analysis of the GDPR articles in the context of MEnts (see D2.1 Annex
II Table of Smooth Platform legal requirements), and based on the results of the online quiz

launched during the first months of the project, the SMOOTH Consortium has structured a
questionnaire in the form of blocks. Each block refers to different processing operations and
situations in order to identify if the MEnt has put in place mechanisms or protocols in order to
guarantee the subjects’ (customers, providers, employees) data protection rights.
As we unavoidably had to make use of some technical and legal terminology in the Entry
Questionnaire, these complex notions have been highlighted in order for the user to see that there
is a possibility to receive more information on what exactly is meant by that term. By hovering over
the blue colored characters, a box with a definition is shown. The table below displays the
terminology used within the questions of the entry questionnaire, which require some further
clarification.

APK

Android Package (APK) is the package file
format used by the Android operating system
for distribution and installation of mobile apps
and middleware.

Cookies

A small text file created by a website that is
stored in the user's computer either
temporarily for that session only or
permanently on the hard disk. Cookies provide
a way for the website to recognize you and keep
track of your preferences.

Cookie banner

A notice in the form of a banner that appears
on websites upon the user's first visit to the site
and that asks for consent to use cookies.

Cookie notice

A notification message or document to inform
users about the presence of cookies and/or to
obtain users’ consent to place these cookies on
their devices.

Customers or clients

Customers or clients refers to those people
with whom MEnts have a business relationship.

Data breach

A data breach is a security incident in which
personal data is copied, transmitted, viewed,
stolen or used by an individual unauthorized to
do so.

Data it actually needs

This depends on the purpose specified for
collecting and using the personal data and it
may also differ from one individual to another.
In general, data should not include irrelevant
details, nor should it be collected on the off
chance that it could be useful in the future. (E.g.
a job application form asking about a

candidate's photo or religion or sexual
orientation, when this is not relevant to
awarding the job).
Data processor

A data processor is a person or an organisation
processing personal data on behalf of, and
solely as instructed by, a controller. E.g.
suppliers, social secretariats, accountants, ICTproviders, marketing support, etc.

Data retention policy

A policy in which you define how long you will
keep each type of data and the length of
retention is being justified.

Hash of the APK

Hashing is calculating a value over data for
security reasons or to check whether data is
complete. A hash value is calculated over a
number of characters or numbers using a
specific formula. The resulting value is
considerably smaller than the original data.
(e.g.
MD5)
If your company itself is not the developer of
the software, you could ask the third-party
company relied upon to provide this
information.

ICT environment

Hardware,
software
and/or
telecommunications network used by the
company necessary for offering or receiving
information or services.

Information society service

Any service normally
provided
for
remuneration, at a distance, by means of
electronic equipment for the processing and
storage of data, and at the individual request of
a recipient of a service (e.g. commercial
websites, social media).

Legal grounds

Article 6 of the GDPR exhaustively lists the
grounds based on which the processing of
personal data could be justified (consent,
necessary for a contract or the performance
thereof, legal obligation, to protect someone’s
vital interests, task in the public interest,
legitimate interest).

Legitimate interest assessment

An assessment of the necessity of your
processing, its impact on individuals' rights and

interests and whether the rights and freedoms
of individuals override your company's
legitimate interests.
Micro-enterprise

Companies with less than 10 employees and an
annual turnover of no more than €2 million.

Parental consent measures

Tools to ensure parents' consent to the
processing of their children’s personal data, in
case age verification tools have indicated such
consent needs to be obtained.

Password policy

A policy that requires each person to have its
own account and password to access devices or
software, requires people to change this
password regularly, requires passwords to
meet certain standards, etc.

Personal Data

Any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person. (An identifiable
natural person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identifier such as a name, an
identification number, location data, an online
identifier or to one or more factors specific to
the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that
natural person)

Processing

Any operation or set of operations performed
on (sets of) personal data, whether or not by
automated means, such as collection,
recording, organisation, structuring, storage,
adaptation
or
alteration,
retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available,
alignment or combination, restriction, erasure
or destruction

Special categories of data

Data on racial or ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs,
trade union membership, genetic data,
biometric data for the purpose of uniquely
identifying a natural person, health data, data
on sex life or sexual orientation (=sensitive
data) or criminal offence data

1.3.- Objectives of the Entry Questionnaire
The relevant GDPR articles and principles have been compiled into an inventory of questions that
MENTs are asked to answer. Once the contextual information is gathered, together with the legal
documents and files uploaded by the users in the platform, the technical modules are automatically
called to analyse if their management processes are complying with the European regulation.
The questions have been distributed among the following thematic blocks:
1. General business info
2. Processing customer personal data
3. Processing employee personal data
4. Processing supplier personal data
5. Website and mobile app
6. Transparency
7. Data minimisation, accuracy, storage
8. ICT Security
9. Data Subject’s Rights
10. Other GDPR requirements

2.- SMOOTH Entry Questionnaire Schema
For each of the thematic blocks, a set of questions is displayed to cover a particular subject area.
Some of the questions may link to other questions in another block. The network of connected
queries and the logic behind each question can be seen in the tables that follow this section. The
dynamic questionnaire is displaying or hiding the relevant questions based on user’s previous
answers.
In the table below demonstrates the first level of questions that each block comprises:
Block ID

Questions

1 General
business info

1.1. Where does your company operate?
1.2 In which EU Member State(s) does your company operate?
1.3 Is your company a micro-enterprise?
1.4 In which sector does your company operate?
1.5 What file formats do you use to store personal data?

Block ID

Questions

2 Processing
customer personal
data

2.1. Does your company collect, store or process in any other way personal data from (potential)
customers?
2.1.1. Which types of personal data does your company collect from (potential) customers or clients?
2.1.2 Where did your company get the personal data from?
2.1.3 Why does your company process that personal data?
2.1.3.1 According to the GDPR, companies need to have a 'legal ground' to process personal data. On
which of the following legal grounds does your company base its processing activities for 'other
interests'?
2.1.3.1.1 Before or upon asking consent, do you inform your (potential) customers about what exactly
they are consenting to?
2.1.3.1.1.1 How do you provide this information and ask for consent?
2.1.3.1.1.1.1 Please upload your informed consent form(s) and indicate in which language the
document is written.
2.1.3.1.2 Do you use pre-ticked boxes or any other form of pre-filled consent, or do (potential)
customers give consent through an affirmative action (opt-in)?
2.1.3.1.3 Does your company provide the possibility to consent separately to different purposes and
types of processing?
"2.1.3.1.4 Are your (potential) clients able to withdraw or refuse consent in practice and at any time,
without facing any negative consequences (e.g. costs)?
2.1.3.1.5 Do you have age-verification and parental consent measures in place?
2.1.3.1.6 Have you carried out a legitimate interest assessment before the start of the processing
activities?
2.1.4 Does your company share any of this personal data with other people or entities?
3.1. Does your company collect, store or process in any way personal data of its employees or job
applicants?
3.1.1 What type of personal data does your company collect of its employees or job applicants?
3.1.2 Where did your company get the personal data from?
3.1.3 Why does your company need this data?
3.1.3.1 According to the GDPR, companies need to have a 'legal basis' to process personal data,
including of their employees. On which of the following legal grounds does your company base its
processing activities for 'other interests'?
3.1.3.1.1 (Link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.1 - 2.1.3.1.5 )
3.1.3.1.2 (Link to 2.1.3.1.6)
3.1.4 Does your company share any of this personal data with other people or entities?
4 4.1 Does your company process personal data of suppliers or third-party contractors (natural
persons)?
4.1.1 What type of personal data does your company collect for its suppliers or third partycontractors?
4.1.2 Why does your company need to process the data of its suppliers or third-party contractors?
4.1.2.1 According to the GDPR, companies need to have a 'legal basis' to process personal data,
including of their suppliers. In which of the following lawful grounds does your company base its
processing activities for 'other interests'?
4.1.2.1.1 (Link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.1 - 2.1.3.1.5)
4.1.2.1.2 (Link to 2.1.3.1.6)
4.1.3 Does your company share any of this personal data with other people or entities?

3 Processing
employee
personal data

4 Processing
supplier personal
data

Block ID

Questions

5 Website and
mobile app

5.1 Do you have a company website and/or mobile application related to your business?
5.1.1 Please provide the URL to your website
5.1.2 Does your website use cookies or other identifiers?
5.1.2.1 Do you make website visitors aware of the use of cookies or other identifiers by using a cookie
banner?
5.1.2.2 Do you have a cookie notice in place?
5.1.2.2.1 Please provide us with your cookie notice and indicate which language the document is
written in.
5.1.2.3 Do you ask consent before placing cookies on the user's terminal?
5.1.2.4 Do visitors get the chance to refuse and - at a later stage - opt-out of the use of cookies?
"5.1.3 For the mobile application, please upload the android package (apk) file
Optional (to verify that the correct version is tested): provide a hash of the apk
5.1.4 Does your mobile app collect, store or process in any other way personal data of its users?
6.1 Does your company have a privacy policy in place?
6.1.1 Please upload your privacy policy in 'txt.' or 'docx.' (not pdf!) and indicate the language the
document is written in
7.1 Does your company only collect the personal data it actually needs to reach its processing
purpose(s)?
7.2 Do you periodically review the data you hold and delete/anonymise the data you no longer need?
7.3 Do you have appropriate processes in place to check and maintain the accuracy of the data you
collect (such as asking individuals to confirm the correctness of their email addresses, by clicking on a
link they receive by email or requiring the concerned persons to review their details every X year?)? "
7.4 Does your company know what personal data it holds, and does it have an appropriate data
retention policy in place?
"8.1 Can every person who works in your company access most of the ICT environment? "
8.2 Are your devices (computers, laptops, smart devices, routers, printers, etc) and ICT-environment
password protected, and do you have a "password policy" in place?
8.3 Do you have internal security and data policies that you communicate to your employees to
ensure that they treat your ICT-environment and personal data in a secure way?
8.4 Are your devices (computers, laptops, smart devices, etc.) and portable storage devices
encrypted?
8.5 Do you log access to your ICT environment and to personal data? "
8.6 Is access to your offices secured by an entry system that also keeps track of who is present in the
building and who is not?
8.7 Do you back-up your systems?
8.7.1 Do you store your back-ups at a different location that cannot be directly affected if your main
environment gets infected or hacked or if your ICT-environment would be physically damaged?
9.1 Under the GDPR, companies are obliged to grant individuals certain rights regarding the
processing of their personal data. Which of the following requests do you know how to recognise and
to correctly respond to?

6 Transparency

7 Data
minimisation,
accuracy, storage

8 ICT Security

9 Data Subject’s
Rights

9.1.1 Is your company able to address data subject's requests (in principle) free of charge and within
the one-month deadline provided in the GDPR (unless an extended deadline is justified)?
9.1.2 When carrying out a request, are you able to filter out information concerning other persons to
ensure that the rights and freedoms of other persons are not affected?

Block ID

Questions

10 Other GDPR
requirements

10.1 Do you keep evidence/documents of all the steps you take to comply with the GDPR?
10.2 Do you have a register of your processing activities?
10.2.1 Which of the following information does your company record in the register of processing
activities?
13.3 Does your company rely on people or organisations (data processor) outside of the company for
(certain) data processing activities?
10.3.1 Does your company conclude written agreements (data processing agreements) regulating the
processing activities with data processors, prior to the processing?
10.4 Do you have processes in place to immediately identify personal data breaches and to notify
your data protection supervisory authority?

3. Smooth Compilation of questions
3.1 General business info
Block

Questions

Rationale

Dependencies

Subquestions

This question is to confirm the
applicability of the GDPR.
1

1

1

1.1. Where does your
company operate?

If C, the GDPR will not be
applicable and the entry
questionnaire should stop.

This way we can include some
specific details in the
compliance report regarding
1.2 In which EU
the particularities of each
Member State(s) does
country, e.g. with regard to
your company operate?
parental consent for
information society services
offered to children.
If B, inform by a warning
message to the company that
SMOOTH's research focus is on
1.3 Is your company a
micro-enterprises so the
micro-enterprise?
platform is not tailor-made for
them, but they can still
continue filling in the EQ as it
could be a useful indicator.

Values (Question choices)
A) Within the EU or both within the EU and
outside the EU
B) Outside the EU, but we offer goods or
services to individuals in the EU or monitor
the (online) behaviour of individuals in the
EU
C) None of the above

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Search country: Answer box where a list of
countries is displayed

N/A

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

Values (Second
level)

Knowing the sector is relevant
to give an idea on the kind of
data, sensitivity of data, deep
learning etc.
1

1

1.4 In which sector
does your company
operate?

1.5 What file formats
do you use to store
personal data?

Companies operating in
sectors entailing complicated
processing (A-H) could be
alerted that the SMOOTH tool
is built for companies involved
in low-risk processing, so may
not be fully suitable for them.

N/A

N/A

A) Health care
B) Finance & insurance
C) Schools, day care, toy store etc.
D) Political organisation, trade union or
religious organisations
E) Advocacy group
F) Advertising and marketing
G) Software and tech
H) Legal services
I) Other

N/A

A) Paper records
B) Electronic copy of paper records (e.g.
pdf files or similar)
C) Excel
D) Database
D1) MySQL
D2) Access
D3) Oracle
D4) Other
--> answer box to manually type
which database
F) Commercial software
--> answer box to manually type
which software
I) Other
--> answer box to manually type the
format

Useful for WP4.
If A or B, it cannot be
analysed.

N/A

Figure 1. General Business Information screenshot

3.2
Block

Processing Customer personal data
Questions

Rationale

Dependen
cies

Sub
questions

Values

2

2.1. Does your
company
collect, store
or process in
any other way
personal data
from
(potential)
customers?

If B, go straight to Block 3

N/A

B) No

WP4 to double check if the indicated answers are
complete and correct.
Linked with contextual information on the purposes of
processing, it may give insights on compliance with the
data minimisation principle.

2

2.1.1. Which
types of
personal data
does your
company
collect from
(potential)
customers or
clients?

2.1.1 - 2.1.4

A) Yes, upload database
Click or drag file to the area to
upload

Link with 2.1.3.2 if answer D or F
+ a warning message that the tool is not tailor-made for
companies processing special categories of data, yet it can
be a useful indication.
2.1
+ the compliance report to entail sections on the necessity
of a specific legal basis under article 9.2 GDPR, the need to 2.1 == A
check national law and the need to implement very strong
security. WP3 to check whether the companies’ policies
hold any mention of sensitive data processing and a
separate justification ground.
If E, the compliance report to mention some attention
points concerning video surveillance.
If WP4 and/or the questionnaire detects other data, this
breaches the data minimisation principle and the

A) Contact information (name,
(email)address, tel nr., etc.)
B) Other identification data, such as
ID nr, TIN- Tax Identification
Number, (electronic) signature
C) Data regarding personal
characteristics (nationality, marital
status, data of birth, age, gender,
etc.)
D) Political, religious or
philosophical beliefs, ethnicity,
trade union membership or sexual
life and orientation
E) (video) images or voice
recordings
F) Information about health,
disabilities, genetics or biometric
data
G) Payment and billing details
H) Financial information, such as
bank details, revenue, etc.
I) Academic or professional data
J) Information about criminal

compliance report to mention this and the specificities for
potential clients.

2

2

2.1.2 Where
did your
company get
the personal
data from?

offences or convictions or
certificate of good conduct
K) Information about someone's
real-time location at specific
moments, such as fleet control
through the use of the gps function
in a smart device used by
employees or customers (e.g. gps
tracker in cars) or through detailed
reports in which employees note
where they are at which moment
L) Electronic identification data
such as IP addresses or data
gathered via cookie identifiers
M) Data related to children
N) Other

If A or B, WP3 to check whether the privacy policies
include all the information necessary under art. 13 GDPR.
If C, WP 3 to check whether the privacy policies include all
the information necessary under art. 14 GDPR.

2.1
2.1 == A

N/A

If this is not the case, the compliance report to indicate
what information is missing.

With this question the company is asked to indicate the
2.1.3 Why does
purposes of processing - this information to be crossyour company
checked with the information on purposes identified in
process that
WP3 - analysis of MEnts privacy policies.
personal data?

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3.1

A) Directly from the individuals
B) Indirectly from the individuals,
such as through their use of the
electronic entrance system, the use
of computers, gps tracking in cars,
etc.
C) From third parties such as
marketing agencies

A) To conclude or perform a
contract (e.g. for negotiating, for
delivering goods, for invoicing…)
B) To comply with a legal obligation
C) To carry out a task in the public

If A, the compliance report to mention that where MEnts
process personal data on the basis of 'contract', they are
only allowed to process data that are necessary for the
contract's performance.
(If A, B or C: purpose = legal basis)

interest
D) To pursue another interest:

2.1
2.1 ==A

A) Marketing
B) Keeping statistics
C) Maintaining the
security of your IT-system
D) Maintaining the
security of your company
and premises in general
(e.g. access controls)
E) Post-sales service and
loyalty
F) Other

2.1.3
2.1.3 == D

If D, an extra list of answers to pop up below D.

2

2.1.3.1
According to
the GDPR,
companies
need to have a
'legal ground'
to process
personal data.
On which of
the following
legal grounds
does your
company base
its processing

In any case, the compliance report to mention the purpose
limitation principle: companies need to identify and
document the concrete purposes of each of their
processing activities and that if the company plans to use
personal data for another purpose than the purpose that
was originally identified, it needs to check if that purpose is
compatible with the original purpose of data collection.
Some guidelines to assess purpose compatibility could be
included.
If A, the compliance report to note that companies should
be able to prove when, how and on what exactly consent
was given by the (potential) customer.
If A & if Q2.1.1 was answered by D or F the compliance
report to mention that when companies process special
categories of data on the basis of consent, they need to
obtain explicit consent before the start of processing +
WP3 could analyse MEnts’ consent forms (if present) to
identify any mention of sensitive data processing and the
presence of an explicit statement for consent.
If B the compliance report to stress the importance of the
right to object to the processing

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D

2.1.3.1.1 2.1.3.1.6

A) We obtained consent from the
(potential) customers concerned
B) We process the personal data
because our company has a
legitimate interest in the
processing. (Such an interest refers
to the broader stake that your
company as a controller may have
in the processing, or the benefit
that your company - or society might derive from the processing)
C) Other

activities for
'other
interests'?

2

2

The compliance report to mention the necessity of
identifying and documenting separate legal bases for every
distinct processing activity.

2.1.3.1.1
Before or upon
asking consent,
do you inform
your
If B, the compliance report to alert the MEnt: consent
(potential)
should always be informed. The information that should be
customers
provided, will be listed.
about what
exactly they
are consenting
to?
This is important for WP3.

2.1.3.1.1.1
How do you
provide this
information
and ask for
consent?

If B, if consent is asked as part of a written document that
also concerns other matters (e.g. contract, terms and
conditions), WP3 to assess whether the information on
consent figures prominently in the document and is
separate from information relating to other matters (e.g.
conditions for returning a product, liability).
If C or D, the compliance report to mention that even
though the GDPR does not require the provision of
information in writing, it is better to do so with regard to
the accountability requirements in the GDPR (e.g. MEnts
will have to be able to prove that, how and when consent
was obtained).

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D

2.1.3.1.1.1

A) Yes
B) No

2.1.3.1.1.1.1.
1

A) In a separate document
dedicated to obtaining consent
(informed consent form)
B) In a document also holding other
information (e.g. privacy policy)
C) Orally
D) Other

2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
A

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
A
2.1.3.1.1
2.1.3.1.1
== A

2.1
2.1 == A

2

2.1.3.1.1.1.1
Please upload
your informed
consent
form(s) and
indicate in
which
language the
document is
written.

An upload tool appears so the user can upload the
company's informed consent form(s) for WP3 to work: it
will look whether all the necessary information is present.
The SMOOTH tools developed in WP3 also assess the
clarity and simplicity of the language used in consent
forms.
A drop-down menu to indicate the language of the
document.

2.1.3
2.1.3 == D
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.2 ==
A

Upload tool: Click or drag file to
upload the document
+ Indicate language of the
document

2.1.3.2.1
2.1.3.2.1
== A
2.1.3.1.1.1
2.1.3.1.1.1
== A

2

2

2.1.3.1.2 Do
you use preticked boxes or
any other form
of pre-filled
consent, or do
The tools in WP3 to double check this, if possible.
(potential)
customers give
consent
through an
affirmative
action (opt-in)?
2.1.3.1.3 Does The tools developed in WP3 to identify the bundling of
your company purposes in informed consent forms. It could cross-check

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
A
2.1
2.1 == A

A) We use pre-ticked boxes or
other forms of pre-written consent
B) The (potential) customer only
gives consent through an
affirmative action (opt-in)

A) Yes
B) No, my company requires

provide the
possibility to
consent
separately to
different
purposes and
types of
processing?

2

2

2.1.3.1.4 Are
your
(potential)
clients able to
withdraw or
refuse consent
in practice and
at any time,
without facing
any negative
consequences
(e.g. costs)?

2.1.3.1.5 Do
you have ageverification
and parental
consent

whether it can detect more than one processing activity
being mentioned and whether the same number of
2.1.3
options to give consent are provided. If not, there could be 2.1.3 == D
a warning in the compliance report regarding freely given
consent.
2.1.3.2
2.1.3.2 ==
The compliance report to make mention of tying consent
A
to the execution of a contract or service. The compliance
report to alert it on the difference between ‘consent’ and
‘contract’ as lawful bases.
WP3 to assess whether MEnts' consent forms include
information on the right to withdraw consent and how to
exercise this right (e.g. contact details for sending
requests).
If A but the WP3 assessment shows this is not the case, the
MEnt will be made aware of this inconsistency within the
compliance report and information will be provided on the
necessity of the right to withdraw or refuse consent. Also,
the obligatory absence of negative consequences will be
explained.

individuals to consent to a bundle
of purposes at once

2.1
2.1 == A
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D

A) Yes
B) No

2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
A

If B, information to be provided on the necessity of the
right to withdraw or refuse consent. Also, the obligatory
absence of negative consequences will be explained.
If A or B, link to Q1.2 (countries in which the MEnt is
2.1
active): the compliance report to provide the minimum age 2.1 == A
for consent to information society services in that
particular country.
2.1.3
2.1.3 == D
If C, this to not be mentioned in the compliance report.

A) Yes
B) No
C) My company does not offer
information society services of
which children below the age of 16
(or other age established under

measures in
place?

2

2

2.1.3.1.6 Have
you carried out
a legitimate
interest
In both cases, the compliance report to contain a link to
assessment
article 29 WP Guidelines and/or ICO LIA Guidelines.
before the
start of the
processing
activities?

2.1.4 Does
your company
share any of
The compliance report to mention that for sharing data
this personal
with third parties, a legal ground needs to be present.
data with other
people or
entities?

2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
A
2.1
2.1 == A

your Member State's national law)
are a critical audience.

2.1.3
2.1.3 == D

A) Yes
B) No

2.1.3.1
2.1.3.1 ==
B

2.1
2.1 == A

N/A

A) Yes, because we have a legal
obligation to do so, such as with
government and official authorities
(e.g. tax authorities, social security
administration) or with financial
entities or law enforcement
agencies.
B) Yes, with service providers, such
as our social secretariat,
accountant, administrative support,
IT service provider etc.
C) Yes, with banks or other financial
entities
D) Yes, with others who may use
this data for their own purposes
(e.g. for marketing or for reselling
the data)
E) Others
F) No, we do not share personal
data with anyone

Figure 2. Processing Customer Personal Data screenshot

3.3

Processing Employee personal data

Block Questions

Rationale

Dependencies

Sub
questions

Values

3

3.1. Does
your
company
collect,
store or
process in
any way
personal
data of its
employees
or job
applicants?

If the MEnt answers no, go straight to Block 4
(Q4.1)
If answer A, the compliance report to mention that if
(potential) employees' data is received from an
employment agency, the micro-enterprise should
mention this in its privacy policy.

N/A

3.1.1 3.1.4

B) No

WP4 to double check if the indicated answers are
complete and correct.

3

Linked with contextual information on the purposes of
processing, it will give insights on compliance with the
3.1.1 What
data minimisation principle.
type of
personal
Link with 3.1.3.2 if answer D or F + a warning message
data does
that the tool is not tailor-made for companies processing
your
special categories of data, yet it can be a useful
3.1
company
indication
3.1 == A
collect of
+ the compliance report to entail sections on the
its
necessity of a specific legal basis under article 9.2 GDPR,
employees
the need to check national law and the need to
or job
implement very strong security.WP3 to check whether
applicants?
the companies policies hold any mention of sensitive
data processing and a separate justification ground.
If E, the compliance report will mention some attention
points concerning video surveillance.

A) Yes, upload database
By clicking in upload database, links to
tutorials to convert different formats to
csv are displayed
Upload tool: Click or drag file to the area to
upload

N/A

A) Contact information (name,
(email)address, tel nr., etc.)
B) Other identification data, such as ID nr,
TIN- Tax Identification Number, (electronic)
signature
C) Data regarding personal characteristics
(nationality, marital status, data of birth,
age, gender, etc.)
D) Political, religious or philosophical
beliefs, ethnicity, trade union membership
or sexual life and orientation
E) (video) images or voice recordings
F) Information about health, disabilities,
genetics or biometric data
G) Payment and billing details
H) Financial information, such as bank
details, revenue, etc.
I) Academic or professional data
J) Information about criminal offences or
convictions or certificate of good conduct

K) Information about someone's real-time
location at specific moments, such as fleet
control through the use of the gps function
in a smart device used by employees or
customers (e.g. gps tracker in cars) or
through detailed reports in which
employees note where they are at which
moment
L) Electronic identification data such as IP
addresses or data gathered via cookie
identifiers
M) Data related to children
N) Other

We will provide a list of which personal data is
acceptable to be collected for both groups (potentially
connected to the business sector under block 1). If WP4
and/or the questionnaire detects other data, this
breaches the data minimisation principle and the
compliance report to mention this and the specificities
for job applicants.

If A or B, WP3 to check whether the privacy policies
include all the information necessary under art. 13
GDPR.

2

2

3.1.2
Where did
your
company
If C, WP 3 to check whether the privacy policies include
get the
all the information necessary under art. 14 GDPR.
personal
data from? If this is not the case, the compliance report to indicate
what information is missing.

3.1.3 Why
does your
company
need this
data?

3.1
3.1 == A

3.1
If A, the compliance report to mention that where MEnts
3.1 == A
process personal data on the basis of 'contract', they are
only allowed to process dta that are necessary for the
contract's performance.
3.1
3.1 == A
(If A, B or C: purpose = legal basis)

N/A

A) Directly from the individuals
B) Indirectly from the individuals, such as
through their use of the electronic
entrance system, the use of computers,
gps tracking in cars, etc.
C) From third parties such as employment
agencies, online government

3.1.3.1

A) For the performance of a contract
(including payment)
B) To comply with a legal obligation (e.g.
report salary data of employees to social
security or
tax authorities)
C) To carry out a task in the public interest
D) To pursue another interest:

If D, an extra list of answers to pop up below D.

3.1.3
3.1.3 == D

A) Employee monitoring for safety or
management purposes
B) Keeping statistics
C) Maintaining the security of your IT
systems
D) Maintaining the security of your
company/premises in general (e.g. access
controls)
E) Other

3

3.1.3.1
According
to the
GDPR,
companies
need to
have a
'legal basis'
to process
personal
data,
including of
their
employees.
On which
of the
following
legal
grounds
does your
company
base its
processing
activities
for 'other
interests'?

If A, link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.1 - 2.1.3.1.5
If D, link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.6

If A & if Q3.1.1 was answered by D and F the compliance
report to mention that when companies process special
categories of data on the basis of consent, they need to
obtain explicit consent before the start of processing. +
WP3 could analyse MEnts’ consent forms (if present) to
identify any mention of sensitive data processing and the
presence of an explicit statement for consent.
If B the compliance report to stress the importance of
the right to object to the processing.

3.1
3.1 == A
3.1.3
3.1.3 == D

A) We ask our employees consent to
process their personal data
B) We process employee's data to be able
to perform our contract with them
(including payments)
3.1.3.1.1C) We process employee's data because
3.1.3.1.2
we are obliged to do so by law
D) We process employee's personal data
because our company has a legitimate
interest in the processing
E) Other

3

For the compliance report, answer A to question 3.1.3.1
3.1.3.1.1
to trigger a mention of the meaning of free consent in
(Link to
the employer-employee relationship. The compliance
Block 2
report could alert that consent may not be the most
Q2.1.3.1.1
appropriate legal basis because of the imbalance of
- 2.1.3.1.5)
power in the employment context and suggest
considering the use of alternative legal bases, such as
contract, legal obligation or legitimate interest.

3.1
3.1 == A
3.1.3
3.1.3 == D

N/A

3.1.3.1
3.1.3.1 == A
3.1
3.1 == A

3

3.1.3.1.2
(Link to
2.1.3.1.6)

If 3.1.3.1 == D, link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.6

3.1.3
3.1.3 == D

N/A

3.1.3.1
3.1.3.1 == D

3

3.1.4 Does
your
company
share any
of this
personal
data with
other
people or
entities?

The compliance report to mention that for sharing data
with third parties, a legal ground needs to be present.

3.1
3.1 == A

N/A

A) Yes, because we have a legal obligation
to do so, such as with government and
official authorities (e.g. tax authorities,
social security administration) or with
financial entities or law enforcement
agencies.
B) Yes, with service providers, such as our
social secretariat, accountant,
administrative support, IT service provider
etc.
C) Yes, with banks or other financial
entities
D) Yes, with others who may use this data

for their own purposes (e.g. for marketing
or for reselling the data)
E) Others
F) No, we do not share personal data with
anyone

Figure 3. Processing Employee Personal Data screenshot

3.4
Block

Processing Supplier personal data
Questions

Rationale

Dependencies

Sub
questions

Values

4

4.1 Does
your
company
process
personal
data of
If answer B, move straight to the next Block
suppliers or
third-party
contractors
(natural
persons)?

N/A

4.1.1 4.1.3

B) No

WP4 to double check if the indicated answers are
complete and correct.

4

4.1.1 What
type of
personal
data does
your
company
collect for
its suppliers
or third
partycontractors?

Link with 4.1.2.2 if answer D or F + a warning message
that the tool is not tailor-made for companies processing
special categories of data, yet it can be a useful indication.
+ the compliance report to entail sections on the
necessity of a specific legal basis under article 9.2 GDPR,
the need to check national law and the need to implement 4.1
very strong security > WP3 to check whether the
4.1 == A
companies policies hold any mention of sensitive data
processing and a separate justification ground.
+ compliance report to mention that this type of data
most likely is not necessary for suppliers (data
minimisation)
If E, the compliance report to mention some attention
points concerning video surveillance.

A) Yes, upload database
By clicking in upload database, links to
tutorials to convert different formats to
csv are displayed
Upload tool: Click or drag file to the area
to upload

N/A

A) Contact information (name,
(email)address, tel nr., etc.)
B) Other identification data, such as ID
nr, TIN- Tax Identification Number,
(electronic) signature
C) Data regarding personal
characteristics (nationality, marital
status, data of birth, age, gender, etc.)
D) Political, religious or philosophical
beliefs, ethnicity, trade union
membership or sexual life and
orientation
E) (video) images or voice recordings
F) Information about health, disabilities,
genetics or biometric data
G) Payment and billing details
H) Financial information, such as bank
details, revenue, etc.
I) Academic or professional data
J) Information about criminal offences or
convictions or certificate of good

4

4.1.2 Why
does your
company
need to
process the
data of its
suppliers or
third party
contractors?

If A, the compliance report to mention that where MEnts
process personal data on the basis of 'contract', they are
only allowed to process data that are necessary for the
contract's performance.

conduct
K) Information about someone's realtime location at specific moments, such
as fleet control through the use of the
gps function in a smart device used by
employees or customers (e.g. gps
tracker in cars) or through detailed
reports in which employees note where
they are at which moment
L) Electronic identification data such as
IP addresses or data gathered via cookie
identifiers
M) Data related to children
N) Other
A) To perform a contract (including
payment)
B) To comply with a legal obligation
C) To carry out a task in the public
interest
D)To pursue another interest:

4.1
4.1 == A

(If A, B or C: purpose = legal basis)

4.1
4.1 == A

If D, an extra list of answers to pop up below D.

4.1.2
4.1.2 == D

4.1.2.1

A) Marketing (sending mail or emails
for advertising)
B) Keeping statistics
C) Maintaining the security of your IT
systems
D) Maintaining the security of your
company and premises in general (e.g.
access controls for who enters the
building)
E) Post-sales service and loyalty

F) Other

4

4.1.2.1
According to
the GDPR,
companies
need to
have a 'legal
basis' to
process
personal
data,
including of
their
suppliers. In
which of the
following

If A, link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.1 - 2.1.3.1.5
If D, link to Block 2 Q2.1.3.1.6
If A & if 4.1.1 was answered by D and F, the compliance
report to mention that when companies process sensitive
data on the basis of consent, they need to obtain explicit
consent before the start of processing.+ WP3 could
analyse companies' consent forms (if present) to identify
any mention of sensitive data processing and the presence
of an explicit statement for consent.
If D, the compliance report to stress the importance of the
right to object to the processing.

4.1
4.1 == A
4.1.2
4.1.2 == D

4.1.2.1.1
4.1.2.1.2

A) We ask for the suppliers' or thirdparty contractors' consent to process
their personal data
B) We process suppliers' or third-party
contractors' data to be able to perform
our contract with them (including
payments)
C) We process suppliers' or third-party
contractors' data because we are
obliged to do so by law
D) We process suppliers' or third-party
contractor's personal data because our
company has a legitimate interest in the
processing

lawful
grounds
does your
company
base its
processing
activities for
'other
interests'?

4

4

4.1.2.1.1
(Link to
Block 2
Q2.1.3.1.1 2.1.3.1.5)

4.1.2.1.2
(Link to
2.1.3.1.6)

4.1
4.1 == A
4.1.2
4.1.2 == D

N/A

4.1.2.1
4.1.2.1 == A
4.1
4.1 == A
4.1.2
4.1.2 == D
4.1.2.1
4.1.2.1 == A

N/A

4

4.1.3 Does
your
company
share any of
this
personal
data with
other
people or
entities?

N/A

4.1
4.1 == A

A) Yes, because we have a legal
obligation to do so, such as with
government and official authorities (e.g.
tax authorities, social security
administration) or with financial entities
or law enforcement agencies.
B) Yes, with service providers, such as
our social secretariat, accountant,
administrative support, IT service
provider etc.
C) Yes, with banks or other financial
entities
D) Yes, with others who may use this
data for their own purposes (e.g. for
marketing or for reselling the data)
E) Others
F) No, we do not share personal data
with anyone

Figure 4. Processing Supplier Personal Data screenshot

3.5
Block

5

Processing Customer personal data
Questions

5.1 Do you
have a
company
website

Rationale

Dependencies

Sub
questions

N/A

5.1.1 5.1.3

If A, B or C the module developed in WP5 is relevant.
If D, skip to the next block.

Values
A) Yes,
both
B) Only a
website

and/or
mobile
application
related to
your
business?

5

5

5

5.1.1 Please This is necessary for WP5 to work.
provide the A box in which the URL can be inserted appears.
URL to your
website
In case of multiple websites, we offer them a '+' button to add more websites.
5.1.2 Does
your
If B, skip to next block.
website use
cookies or
Technologies developed in WP5 to identify the existence of cookies and other tracking
other
mechanisms.
identifiers?
5.1.2.1 Do
you make
website
visitors
aware of
the use of
cookies or
other
identifiers
by using a
cookie
banner?

C) Only a
mobile app
D) Neither

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B
5.1.2
5.1.2 == A

Upload
tool

5.1.2.1 5.1.2.4

A) Yes
B) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

5

5

5

5.1.2.2 Do
you have a
cookie
notice in
place?
5.1.2.2.1
Please
provide us
with your
cookie
notice and
indicate
which
language
the
document is
written in.
5.1.2.3 Do
you ask
consent
before
placing
cookies on
the user's
terminal?

If A, the module developed in WP3 is relevant. Technologies developed in WP3 analyse
the information provided in the companies' cookie notice to check if they meet GDPR
requirements.
WP3 to check whether the information in the cookie notice corresponds with the types
of cookies used on the MEnts websites.
= cross-check between WP3 findings & WP5 findings.

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B

5.1.2.2.1

A) Yes
B) No

5.1.2
5.1.2 == A

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B

An upload tool will appear so the user can upload the company's cookie policy for WP3
to work: it will check whether all information on types of cookies placed and purpose of
use is present.
5.1.2
5.1.2 == A
At the same time, a drop-down menu to indicate the language of the document.
5.1.2.2
5.1.2.2 == A

5.1
WP5 to double check this answer. The tools of WP5 are able to classify cookies into
5.1 == A
different categories distinguishing between the categories of cookies that are subject to 5.1 == B
consent and the consent-exempt cookies. Therefore, the compliance report to alert
when cookies subject to consent are being used without asking consent.
5.1.2
5.1.2 == A

Upload
tool
N/A

N/A

Drop down
menu to
indicate
language

A) Yes
B) No

5

5.1.2.4 Do
visitors get
the chance
to refuse
and - at a
later stage opt-out of
the use of
cookies?
5.1.3 For
the mobile
application,
please
upload the
android
package
(apk) file

WP5 to double check this answer. The tools of WP5 are able to classify cookies into
different categories distinguishing between the necessary and non-necessary cookies.
For necessary cookies, there is no need to provide an opt-out or possibility to refuse.

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

5.1.2
5.1.2 == A

Upload
tool

If the application is free and Google Play still allows to download apps on a machine, a
link to the Google Play market app profile will suffice.

5

5

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == B

Optional (to
verify that
the correct
version is
tested):
provide a
hash of the
apk
5.1.4 Does
your mobile
app collect,
If A, WP5 to work.
store or
process in
any other

Click or
drag file to
the area to
upload
APK file
Insert
demo
username
Insert
demo
password

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == C

5.1
5.1 == A
5.1 == C

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

way
personal
data of its
users?

Figure 5. Website and Mobile App Block_ screenshot

3.6

Block

Transparency

Questions

Rationale

Dependencies

Subquestions

Values (Answer choices)

This triggers WP3
If B, the compliance report to
provide a template or example of a
good privacy policy and to stress
N/A
that privacy policies should be easily
accessible and drafted in a concise
and intelligible language and what
this means exactly.
An upload tool will appear for MEnts
to upload their privacy policy. WP3
to investigate whether all the
necessary information is present.

6

6.1 Does your company have a
privacy policy in place?

6

6.1.1 Please upload your privacy
policy in 'txt.' or 'docx.' (not pdf!) At the same time, a drop-down
and indicate the language the
menu to indicate the language of
document is written in
the document.
WP3 to check whether all the
necessary information is present in
the privacy policy.

6.3.1

A) Yes
B) No

Upload tool
6.3
6.3 == A

N/A

Tool to indicate the language
of the document

Figure 6. Transparency Block_ screenshot

3.7
Block

Data minimization, accuracy, storage
Question

7
7.1 Does your company only collect the personal data it actually needs to reach
its processing purpose(s)?

Rationale

Dependencies Subquestions

This can be
double
checked by
WP4 through
N/A
the
information
provided in
block 2-4.

N/A

Values
(Questions
choices)

A) Yes
B) No

See Q2.1.1
for more
details.

7

7

If B, the
compliance
report to
mention that
this is a
necessary
N/A
practice to
comply with
the data
7.2 Do you periodically review the data you hold and delete/anonymise the data minimisation
you no longer need?
principle.
Regardless of
the answer,
the
compliance
report to
mention that
7.3 Do you have appropriate processes in place to check and maintain the
it is very
accuracy of the data you collect (such as asking individuals to confirm the
important
N/A
correctness of their email addresses, by clicking on a link they receive by email or that the
requiring the concerned persons to review their details every X years?)?
MEnt takes
every
reasonable
step to
ensure that
inaccurate
personal

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

data, having
regard to the
purposes for
which they
are
processed,
are erased or
rectified
without
delay.

7

7.4 Does your company know what personal data it holds, and does it have an
appropriate data retention policy in place?

The
compliance
report to
give an
N/A
example of a
retention
policy.

N/A

A) No
B) The
company
knows what
personal
data it
holds and
processes,
but it does
not have a
retention
policy in
place.
C) The
company
knows what
personal
data it
holds and
has a data
retention

policy in
place.

Figure 7. Data Minimisation Block_ screenshot

3.8

Block

ICT Security

Question

Rationale

Dependencies

Subquestions

Values (Questions choices)

8

8.1 Can every
person who works
in your company
access most of the
ICT environment?

8

8.2 Are your
devices
(computers,
laptops, smart
devices, routers,
printers, etc) and
ICT-environment
password
protected, and do
you have a
"password policy"
in place?

See below

See below

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A) Most files and software are
accessible by most employees.
B) There is an IT access policy in place
which aims to ensure that people only
have access to information they need
to have access to, but in practice big
parts are still accessible by a lot of
persons.
C) There is an IT policy in place that
effectively ensures that people only
have access to information they really
need to access to, and this policy is
generally respected within the
company.

A) Yes, we use password protection
for all devices and we also have a
password policy in place
B) We do use password protection for
all devices, but we do not (yet) have a
password policy in place.
C) No, we do not use password
protection for all devices

8

8

8

8

8.3 Do you have
internal security
and data policies
that you
communicate to
your employees to
ensure that they
treat your ICTenvironment and
personal data in a
secure way?
8.4 Are your
devices
(computers,
laptops, smart
devices, etc.) and
portable storage
devices encrypted?
8.5 Do you log
access to your ICT
environment
and to personal
data?
8.6 Is access to
your offices
secured by an
entry system that
also keeps track of
who is present in
the building and
who is not?

See below

See below

See below

See below

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A) Yes, I have policies, and these are
generally known and respected by the
staff of my company
B) Yes, there are some policies in
place, but my employees are not
really aware of these and/or they are
not really applied in practice
C) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) Some are, some are not
C) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) To a certain extent
C) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) To a certain extent
C) No

8

8

8.7 Do you back-up
See below
your systems?

N/A

8.7.1 Do you store
your back-ups at a
different location
that cannot be
directly affected if
your main
environment gets
infected or hacked
or if your ICTenvironment
would be physically
damaged?
See below
N/A
The more
positive answers
(A) to these
questions, the
more an
indication of a
good security
policy.

8.7.1

N/A

A) Yes
B) To a certain extent
C) No

A) Yes
B) To a certain extent
C) No

Figure 8. ICT Security Block_ screenshot

3.9
Block

9

Data subject’s rights
Question

9.1 Under the GDPR, companies are
obliged to grant individuals certain rights
regarding the processing of their personal
data. Which of the following requests do

Comments
If G, go straight to
the next block.

Dependencies

N/A
If G or not all
answers are

Subquestions

9.1.1-9.1.2

Values (Questions choices)
A) Request for the right of access
(including a free copy)
B) Request for the right to rectification
of inaccurate data
C) Request for the right to erasure,

you know how to recognise and to
correctly respond to?

9

9

9.1.1 Is your company able to address data
subject's requests (in principle) free of
charge and within the one-month deadline
provided in the GDPR (unless an extended
deadline is justified)?
9.1.2 When carrying out a request, are you
able to filter out information concerning
other persons to ensure that the rights and
freedoms of other persons are not
affected?

indicated, the
compliance report
to stress that it is
important that
companies are able
to grant all these
rights.

including deletion of personal data from
live and back-up systems
D) Request for the right to restrict
processing
E) Request for the right to data
portability: individuals receive their
personal data in a commonly used
electronic form (only if processing is
based on 'consent' or 'contract')
F) Request for the right to object in case
processing is carried out on the basis of
'legitimate interests' (e.g. direct
marketing)
G) None of the above
9.1
9.1 == A-F (or
any
combination
thereof)
9.1
9.1 == A-F (or
any
combination
thereof)

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

Figure 9. Data Subject’s rights Block_ screenshot

3.10 Other GDPR Requirements
Block
10

Question
10.1 Do you keep
evidence/documents of all
the steps you take to
comply with the GDPR?

Comments

Dependencies Subquestions
N/A

N/A

Values (Questions choices)
A) Yes
B) No

10

Upon request,
SMOOTH to generate
10.2 Do you have a register an editable Record of
of your processing
Processing Activities
activities?
from the answers
registered in the
questionnaire.

10

All to be present.

A) Yes
B) No
N/A

10.2.1

10.2
10.2 == A

N/A

N/A

13.3.1

10.2.1 Which of the
following information does
your company record in the
register of processing
activities?

10

13.3 Does your company
rely on people or
organisations (data
processor) outside of the
company for (certain) data
processing activities?

0 I would like SMOOTH to generate
an editable Record of Processing
Activities for my company
A) Name and details of your
company
B) The purposes of data processing
C) A description of the categories of
individuals and
categories of personal data
D) The categories of recipients of
personal data (in other words, to
which other person/entity the data
will be disclosed)?
E) For how long the data will be
retained
F) A description of the technical and
organisation security measures
applied by your company

A) Yes
B) No

10

10

10.3.1 Does your company
conclude written
agreements (data
processing agreements)
regulating the processing
activities with data
processors, prior to the
processing?

In the compliance
report attention will be
paid to the necessity of
such a document, the
information it should
contain and the
qualifications of that
processor. A template 10.3
to be provided.
10.3 == A

N/A

A) Yes
B) No

N/A

A) Yes, and we also keep a record of
security incidents.
B) Yes, but we do not keep a record
of security incidents.
C) No

If answer C, the
compliance report to
10.4 Do you have processes
stress when you have
in place to immediately
to report a data breach
identify personal data
to the authorities
breaches and to notify your
and/or the concerned
data protection supervisory
individuals?
authority?
If B, the compliance
report to give relevant
recommendations.

N/A

Figure 10. Other GDPR Requirements Block_ screenshot

4 Registration process
For the current validation phase, the credentials (user and password) for the Ments to access the
platform have been given by Eurecat.
As a previous step to enter in the questionnaire, the users must go through the Terms of Service
and Privacy Policy. The process consists of:
 To read the Participation Agreement: when the user clicks on the term Participation
agreement, a window opens with the information about the project, objectives,
conditions of participation, ... It is an indispensable condition to click on the accept
button, which appears only when the end of the document is reached, in order to
continue with the next step.
 To click on the box for the user to verify the reading, understanding and acceptance of the
Participation Agreement and the processing of potential personal data
 To click on the Accept button for the privacy policy available in the same screen accessible
when clicking over the term this privacy policy

The image below shows the visualization of the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy for accessing
the SMOOTH platform:

Figure 11. Terms of Service_ screenshot

Figure 12. Participation Agreement_ screenshots

Once all the blocks have been completed, when clicking the button Finish in the block number 10, the
screen below appears. This window apart of thanking the user for the completion of the
questionnaire, offers to options:



To open a survey for giving feedback about the performance, usability and look and feel of
the platform
To edit again the questionnaire in case some questions have to be modified, or to add
additional information.

Figure 13. Acknowledgement page_ screenshot

5 Conclusions
The SMOOTH consortium aims to make the most of the feedback received from users. For this reason,
although this version represents the final version of the questionnaire, based on the feedback received
in the validation, it is possible that the questionnaire will continue to evolve and adapt to user requests.
In case of future improvements in usability and appearance, this deliverable will be updated
accordingly.

Annex: Entry Questionnaire diagram

D1. General business info

D2. Processing customer pd

D3. Processing employee pd

D4. Processing supplier pd

D5. Website and mobile app

D6. Transparency

D7. Data minimisation, accuracy, storage

D8. ICT Security

D9. Data subject's rights

D10. Other GDPR requirements

D1. GENERAL BUSINESS INFO

D1.1. Where does your company operate? (R)

Within the EU (or both within the
EU and outside the EU)

Outside the EU, but we offer goods or services
to individuals in the EU or monitor the
(online) behaviour of individuals in the EU

None of the
above

The GDPR will
not be
applicable
D1.2 In which EU Member State(s) does your
company operate? (I)

SMOOTH's research focus is on MEnts so the platform is not tailormade for them (but could still be a useful indicator)

No
D1.3 Is your company a micro-enterprise? (R)
Yes

Health care
Finance & insurance
Schools, day care, toy store etc.
Political organisation, trade union or religious organisations
D1.4 In which sector does your company
operate? (S)

Advocacy group
Advertising and marketing
Software and tech
Legal services
Other

MySQL
Paper records
Electronic copy of paper records (e.g. pdf files or similar)
D1.5 What file formats do you use to store
personal data? (S)

Excel
Database
Commercial SW
Other

Access
Oracle
Other

D2. PROCESSING CUSTOMER PD

Contact information (name, (email)address, tel nr., etc.)

D2.1. Does your company collect, store or
process in any other way personal data from
(potential) customers? (R)

No

Other identification data, such as ID nr, TIN- Tax Identification Number ,
(electronic) signature
Data regarding personal characteristics (nationality, marital status, data of
birth, age, gender, etc.)
Political, religious or philosophical beliefs, ethnicity, trade union membership
or sexual life and orientation

Yes

(video) images or voice recordings
Information about health, disabilities, genetics or biometric data
Payment and billing details

D2.2. Which types of personal data does your
company collect from (potential) customers
or clients?(S)

The tool is not tailormade for companies
processing special
categories of data,
yet it can be a useful
indication.

Financial information

WP3

Academic or professional data

WP4

Information about criminal offences or convictions or certificate of good
conduct
Information about someone's location at specific moments, such as fleet
control through the use of the gps function in a smart device used by
employees or customers (gps tracker in cars) or through detailed reports in
which employees note where they are at which moment
Electronic identification data such as IP addresses or data gathered via cookie
identifiers
Data related to children
Other
Directly from the individuals

D2.3. Where did your company get the
personal data from?(C)

Indirectly from the individuals, such as through their
use of the electronic entrance system, the use of
computers, gps tracking in cars, etc.

WP3

From third parties, such as marketing agencies, data
providers, etc.
D2.4. Why does your company process that
personal data??(C)

WP3

Marketing

To conclude or perform a
contract (e.g. for
negotiating, for delivering
goods, for invoicing…)

Keeping statistics
To comply with
a legal
obligation

To carry out a task
in the public
interest

To pursue another
interest (S)

Maintaining the security of your IT-system
Maintaining the security of your company and
premises in general (e.g. access controls)
Post-sales service and loyalty

D2.5. According to the GDPR, companies need to
have a 'legal ground' to process personal data. On
which of the following legal grounds does your
company base its processing activities for 'other
interests'? (C)

We obtained consent from the (potential)
customers concerned
We process the personal data because our
company has a legitimate interest in the
processing. (Such an interest refers to the broader
stake that your company as a controller may have
in the processing, or the benefit that your
company - or society - might derive from the
processing)

D2. PROCESSING CUSTOMER PD

D2.13. Have you carried out a
legitimate interest assessment
before the start of the processing
activities? (R)

Yes
No

Yes

D2.6. Before or upon asking consent, do you
inform your (potential) customers about what
exactly they are consenting to?? (R)

No
In a separate document dedicated to
obtaining consent (informed consent form)

D2.7. How do you provide this information
and ask for consent? (C)

In a document also holding other information
(e.g. privacy policy)
Orally
Other
D2.8. Please upload your informed consent
form(s) and indicate in which language the
document is written

D2.9. Do you use pre-ticked boxes or any
other form of pre-filled consent, or do
(potential) customers give consent through an
affirmative action (opt-in)? (R)

We use pre-ticked consent boxes or other
forms of pre-written consent
The (potential) customer only gives consent
through an affirmative action (opt-in)

WP3

Yes

D2.10. Does your company provide the
possibility to consent separately to different
purposes and types of processing? (R)

No, my company requires individuals to
consent to a bundle of purposes at once

Yes

D2.11. Are your (potential) clients able to
withdraw or refuse consent in practice and at
any time, without facing any negative
consenquences (e.g. costs)? (R)

No

WP3

Yes
D2.12. Do you have age-verification and
parental consent measures in place? (R)

No
My company does not offer information
society services of which children below the
age of 16 (or other age established under
your Member State's national law) are a
critical audience.

Yes, because we have a legal obligation to do so, such as with government and official authorities (e.g.
tax authorities, social security administration) or with financial entities or law enforcement agencies.
D2.14. Does your company share any of this
personal data with other people or entities?
(C)

Yes, with service providers, such as our social secretariat, accountant, administrative support, IT
service provider etc.
Yes, with banks or other financial entities
Yes, with others who may use this data for their own purposes (e.g. for marketing or for reselling the
data)
Others

D3. PROCESSING EMPLOYEE PD
Contact information (name, (email)address, tel nr., etc.)
Other identification data, such as ID nr, TIN- Tax Identification Number ,
(electronic) signature

D3.1. Does your company collect, store or
process in any way personal data of its
employees or job applicants? (R)

Personal characteristics (nationality, marital status, data of birth, age, gender,
etc.)
Political, religious or philosophical beliefs, ethnicity, trade union membership
or sexual life and orientation
(video) images or voice recordings

Yes

Information about health, disabilities, genetics or biometric data

No

The tool is not tailormade for companies
processing special
categories of data,
yet it can be a useful
indication.

Payment and billing details

WP3

Financial information such as bank details, revenue etc.

D3.2. What types of personal data does your
company collect of its employees or job
applicants? (S)

Academic or professional data
Information about criminal offences or convictions or certificate of good
conduct
Information about someone's location at specific moments, such as fleet
control through the use of the gps function in a smart device used by
employees or customers (gps tracker in cars) or through detailed reports in
which employees note where they are at which moment
Electronic identification data such as IP addresses or data gathered via cookie
identifiers
Data related to children
Other
Directly from the individuals

D3.3 Where did your company get the
personal data from?(C)
WP3

Indirectly from the individuals, such as through their
use of the electronic entrance system, the use of
computers, gps tracking in cars, etc.
From third parties, such as marketing agencies, data
providers, etc.
Employee monitoring for safety or
management purposes

D3.4. Why does your company process that
personal data??(C)

Keeping statistics

For the performance of
a contract (including
payment)

To comply with a legal
obligation (e.g. report salary
data of employees to social
security or
tax authorities)

To carry out a task
in the public
interest

Maintaining the security of your IT-system
To pursue another
interest (S)

Maintaining the security of your company and
premises in general (e.g. access controls)
Other
We ask our employees consent to process their
personal data

D2.5D2.12

We process employees data to be able to perform
our contract with them (including payments)
We process employees data because we are
obliged to do so by law

D3.5. According to the GDPR, companies need to
have a 'legal basis' to process personal data,
including of their employees. On which of the
following legal grounds does your company base
its processing activities for 'other interests'? (C)

We process employees personal data because our
company has a legitimate interest in the
processing

D2.13

Other

WP3

D3.6. Does your company share any of this
personal data with other people or entities?
(C)

Yes, because we have a legal obligation to do so, such as with government and official authorities (e.g. tax
authorities, social security administration) or with financial entities or law enforcement agencies.
Yes, with service providers, such as our social secretariat, accountant, administrative support, IT service provider etc.
Yes, with banks or other financial entities
Yes, with others who may use this data for their own purposes (e.g. for marketing or for reselling the data)
Other
No, we do not share personal data with anyone

D4. PROCESSING SUPPLIER PD
Contact information (name, (email)address, tel nr., etc.)
Other identification data, such as ID nr, TIN- Tax Identification Number ,
(electronic) signature

D4.1. Does your company process personal
data of suppliers or third-party contractors
(natural persons)? (R)

No

Personal characteristics (nationality, marital status, data of birth, age, gender,
etc.)
Political, religious or philosophical beliefs, ethnicity, trade union membership
or sexual life and orientation
(video) images or voice recordings

Yes

Information about health, disabilities, genetics or biometric data
Payment and billing details

D4.2. What types of personal data does your
company collect for its suppliers or third
party-contractors? (S)

The tool is not tailormade for companies
processing special
categories of data,
yet it can be a useful
indication.

Financial information such as bank details, revenue etc.

WP3

Academic data

WP3

Information about criminal offences or convictions or certificate of good
conduct
Information about the locations where someone is at specific moments, such
as through fleet control (gps tracker in cars), through the use of the gps
function in a smart device used by your employees or customers or through
detailed reports in which your employees note where they are at which
moment
Other

D4.3 Why does your company need to
process the data of its suppliers or third party
contractors? (C)

Marketing
Keeping statistics
Maintaining the security of your IT-system

For the performance of
a contract (including
payment)

To comply with a legal
obligation

To carry out a task
in the public
interest

To pursue another
interest (S)

Maintaining the security of your company and
premises in general (e.g. access controls for
who enters the building)
Post-sales service and loyalty
Other

D4.4. According to the GDPR, companies need to
have a 'legal basis' to process personal data,
including of their suppliers. In which of the
following lawful grounds does your company base
its processing activities for 'other interests'? (C)
WP3

We ask for the suppliers' or third party
contractors' consent to process their personal data
We process suppliers' or third party contractors'
data to be able to perform our contract with them
(including payments)
We process suppliers' or third party contractors'
data because we are obliged to do so by law
We process suppliers' or third party contractor's
personal data because our company has a
legitimate interest in the processing

D4.5. Does your company share any of this
personal data with other people or entities?
(C)

D2.5D2.12

D2.13

Yes, because we have a legal obligation to do so, such as with government and official authorities (e.g. tax
authorities, social security administration) or with financial entities or law enforcement agencies.
Yes, with service providers, such as our social secretariat, accountant, administrative support, IT service provider etc.
Yes, with banks or other financial entities
Yes, with others who may use this data for their own purposes (e.g. for marketing or for reselling the data)
Others
No, we do not share personal data with anyone

D5. WEBSITE AND MOBILE APP

D5.1. Do you have a company website and/or
mobile application related to your business?
(R)

WP5

Yes, both

WP5

Only a website

Only a mobile app

Neither

D5.2. Please provide the URL to your website

D5.9. For the mobile application, please
upload the android package (apk) file

D5.3. Does your website use cookies or other
identifiers? (R)

D5.10. Does your mobile app collect, store or
process in any other way personal data of its
users?

No

Yes

No

Yes

D5.4.Do you make website visitors aware of
the use of cookies or other identifiers by using
a cookie banner? (R)

No

Yes

D5.5.Do you have a cookie notice in place? (R)

No

WP5

Yes

D5.8. Do visitors get the chance to refuse and
- at a later stage - opt-out of the use of
cookies? (R)

No

D5.6.Please provide us with your cookie
notice and indicate which language the
document is written in.

Yes

D5.7. Do you ask consent before placing
cookies on the user's terminal? (R)

No

WP5

Yes

WP3

WP5

D6. TRANSPARENCY

D6.1. Does your company have a privacy
policy in place? (R)

Yes

D6.2. Please upload your privacy policy in 'txt.'
or 'docx.' (not pdf!) and indicate the language
the document is written in

No

WP3

D7. DATA MINIMISATION, ACCURACY, STORAGE

D7.1. Does your company only collect the
personal data it actually needs to reach its
processing purpose(s)?(R)

Yes

WP4

No

D7.2. Do you periodically review the data you
hold and delete/anonymise the data you no
longer need?

Yes

No

D7.3. Do you have appropriate
processes in place to check and maintain the accuracy of the data
you collect (such as asking individuals to confirm the correctness of
their email addresses, by clicking on a link they receive by email or
requiring the concerned persons to review their details every X
years?)?

Yes

No

D7.4.Does your company know what personal
data it holds and does it have an appropriate
data retention policy in place?

No

The company knows what
personal data it holds and
processes, but it does not have
a retention policy in place.

WP3

The company knows what
personal data it holds and has
a data retention policy in
place.

D8. ICT SECURITY

Most files and most software are accessible by all most employees.
There is an IT access policy in place which aims to ensure that people
only have access to information they need to have access to, but in
practice big parts are still accessible by a lot of persons.

D8.1. Can every person who works in your
company
access most of the ICT environment? (R)

There is an IT policy in place that effectively ensures that people only
have access to information they really need to access to and this
policy is generally respected within the company.
Yes, we use password protection for all/most devices and we also
have a password policy in place
D8.2. Are your devices (computers, laptops,
smart devices, routers, printers, etc) and ICTenvironment password protected and do you
have a "password policy" in place?
(R)

We do use password protection for all/most devices, but we do not
(yet) have a password policy in place.
No, we do not use password protection for all devices

Yes, I have policies and these are generally known and respected by
the staff of my company

D8.3. Do you have internal security and data
policies that you communicate to your
employees to ensure that they treat your ICTenvironment and personal data in a secure
way? (R)

Yes, there are some policies in place but my employees are not really
aware of these and/or they are not really applied in practice
No

Yes
D8.4. Are your devices (computers, laptops,
smart devices, etc.) and portable storage
devices encrypted?(R)

Some are, some are not

No

Yes
D8.5. Do you log access to your ICT
environment and to personal data? (R)

To a certain extent

No

Yes
D8.6. Is access to your offices secured by an
entry system that also keeps track of who is
present in the building and who is not?(R)

To a certain extent

No

Yes

To a certain extent
D8.7. Do you back-up your systems?(R)
No

D8.8. Do you store your back-ups at a
different location that cannot be directly
affected if your main environment gets
infected or hacked or if your ICT-environment
would be physically damaged?(R)

Yes

To a certain extent

No

D9. DATA SUBJECT’S RIGHTS

D9.1. Under the GDPR, companies are obliged to grant individuals certain rights
regarding the processing of their personal data. Which of the following requests
do you know how to recognise and to correctly respond to? (C)

Request for the
right of access
(including a free
copy)

Request for the right
to erasure, including
deletion of personal
data from live and
back-up systems

Request for the
right to
rectification of
inaccurate data

Request for the
right to restrict
processing

Request for the right to data
portability: indivudals receive
their personal data in a
commonly used electronic form
(only if processing is based on
'consent' or 'contract')

D9.2. Is your company able to address data subject's requests (in
principle) free of charge and within the one-month deadline
provided in the GDPR (unless an extended deadline is justified)? (R)

Yes

No

D9.3.When carrying out a request, are you able to filter out
information concerning other persons to ensure that the rights and
freedoms of other persons are not affected? (R)

Yes

No

WP3

WP3

Request for the right to
object in case processing
is carried out onn the
basis of 'legitimate
interests' (e.g. direct
marketing)

None of the
above

D10. OTHER GDPR REQUIREMENTS

D10.1. Do you keep evidence/documents of
all the steps you take to comply with the
GDPR?R)

Yes

No

D10.2. Do you have a register of your
processing activities?(R)

Yes

No

D10.3. Which of the following information
does your company record in the register of
processing activities?(S)
D10.4. Does your company rely on people or
organisations (data processor) outside of the
company for (certain) data processing
activities?(R)

Name and details of your company
The purposes of data processing
A description of the categories of individuals and categories of
personal data
The categories of recipients of personal data (in other words,
to which other person/entity the data will be disclosed)?

Yes

For how long the data will be retained

No

A description of the technical and organisation security
measures applied by your company

D10.5. Does your company conclude written
agreements (data processing agreements)
regulating the processing activities with data
processors, prior to the processing? (R)

Yes

No

D10.5. Do you have processes in place to
immediately identify personal data breaches
and to notify your data protection supervisory
authority?(R)

Yes, and we also
keep a record of
security incidents.

Yes, but we do not
keep a record of
security incidents.

No

